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Abstract

Functional parcellation of the human cortex plays an important role in the understanding of brain functions. Tradi-

tionally, functional areas are defined according to anatomical landmarks. Recently, new techniques were proposed

that do not require a priori segmentation of the cortex. Such methods allow functional parcellation by functional

information alone. We propose here a data-driven approach for the exploration of functional connectivity of the

cortex. The method extends a known parcellation method, used in multichannel EEG analysis, to define and extract

functional units (FUs), i.e., spatially connected brain regions that record highly correlated fMRI signals. We apply

the method to the study of fMRI data and provide a visualization, inspired by the EEG case, that uses linked views

to facilitate the understanding of both the location and the functional similarity of brain regions. Initial feedback

on our approach was received from four domain experts, researchers in the field of neuroscience.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Data [E.1]: Graphs and networks—; Life and Medical

Sciences [J.3]: Health—

1. Introduction

Parcellation of the gray matter of the human cortex into func-

tionally distinct areas is a key aspect of neuroscience. In the

standard approach [FvdKD∗04, GGS∗99], anatomical land-

marks such as sulci and gyri are used to delineate boundaries

between areas of interest for the interpretation of functional

neuroanatomy, with the default assumption that brain struc-

ture reflects functional specialization. Nevertheless, several

studies showed that there is a limited correspondence be-

tween anatomical boundaries and functional specialization,

and often cytoarchitectonic analysis is used as a means to

access functional parcellation (e.g., [ASB∗99]). Another cri-

terion for the identification of functionally different brain ar-

eas is the connectivity with other brain regions [JB76]. A re-

cently developed branch of research uses diffusion imaging

to perform parcellation of functional brain regions under the

assumption that differences in connectivity patterns should
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play an important role in identifying functionally different

cortical areas [BJBW∗03, JBBR∗04, CCNR10].

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature

for performing gray matter parcellation solely based on

functional similarity, i.e., comparing functional activation of

different brain regions and studying their interconnections.

The most insightful method for such studies consists of ana-

lyzing the signals from single brain cells, as often performed

in animal studies [MIT91]. This method has a very high spa-

tial resolution, but its application to the simultaneous analy-

sis of several brain regions is difficult. To analyze the whole

brain, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is the

method of choice. This technique has a much lower spatial

resolution but allows us to explore the whole brain at once.

fMRI analysis detects variations in the BOLD signal, which

is an indirect indicator of neurological activity, and is usu-

ally based on the study of brain responses to certain stim-

uli [Log08]. A functional similarity between brain regions is

assumed when these regions show a similar response to the

same stimulus. This assumption is the basis of functional

comparison of brain regions.
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Resting state fMRI, introduced by Biswal et al.

[BYHH95], is the study of brain activity during cognitive

rest [SFM∗09]. Connectivity studies in resting state con-

ditions revealed that the functional network of the human

brain shows a complex structure even when no brain ex-

ercise is performed, and shows stable patterns of activ-

ity [Rai06, RM06]. Variations in BOLD signals that reflect

spontaneous physiological activity have been observed, usu-

ally below the frequency of 0.1 Hz, in resting state func-

tional networks. Resting state fMRI has recently provided

prospects for the understanding of the functional brain.

In this paper, we present a functional parcellation tech-

nique that is based on a visualization approach previously

developed for EEG data. The original method, introduced

by ten Caat et al. [tCMR08], aims for the clustering of mul-

tichannel EEG networks and has its main strength in the fact

that it is totally data driven. Data-driven approaches have the

advantage that they do not require any a priori hypotheses

about the effects to be expected. Therefore, they are partic-

ularly suitable in exploratory phases of research. Also, they

can better deal with individual variations, since no assump-

tions on the location of functional brain areas are made. We

extend the method of [tCMR08] to the fMRI domain. Cur-

rently, our method is limited to fMRI activation patterns in

the cortex, i.e., subcortical nuclei are not included in the

analysis. The method provides the possibility to locate FUs

and investigate inter-FU similarities. Compared to the EEG

case, major computational and visualization challenges arise

due to the fact that much larger graphs have to be processed.

Finally, we report on an informal evaluation of the results

with medical domain experts.

2. Related work

Seed-based methods have been the first approach to func-

tional connectivity analysis. Such methods investigate the

network of brain regions whose activation correlates with

that of a given region of interest (ROI). Although success-

ful, seed-based methods have been shown to provide signif-

icant variability with respect to the choice of the ROIs, due

to the lack of standard ROI selection procedures [CHA∗00,

CHA∗01, CHC∗02].

To avoid this experimenter bias, several clustering meth-

ods have been applied to automatically identify ROIs; ex-

amples include hierarchical clustering [CHC∗02, FBM99],

unsupervised segmentation [GGM07], multivariate analysis

[TDP06], and others. Salvador et al. [SSC∗05] use a brain

parcellation based on a prior anatomical template, dividing

each cerebral hemisphere into 45 anatomical ROIs.

So far, independent component analysis (ICA) [KKJ∗03]

of resting state data seems to be the most successful tech-

nique for localizing functional regions. ICA has the advan-

tage to be data driven, so neither ROI selection nor an a pri-

ori defined anatomical template is required. ICA is a method

for separating a signal into its independent components, and

it has been successfully applied to resting-state as well as

task-related fMRI analysis. ICA gained consensus in the

neuroscience community and is nowadays the most common

technique for the analysis of resting state fMRI. An interest-

ing result achieved by ICA is the ability to extract the so

called “default-mode network”, a functional set of brain re-

gions that are active when a subject is not focused on per-

forming tasks. Note, however, that in [KKJ∗03] there is no

concept of links between regions, hence the method is not

directly comparable to the graph-based technique proposed

in this paper.

3. Methods

As our method is based on previous work on extracting FU

maps for EEG data, we first give an outline of that approach.

3.1. Functional Unit Maps for EEG recordings

Functional unit (FU) maps have been introduced by ten Caat

et al. [tCMR08] as a multiscale approach to visualize both

local and global similarities in the electrode signals recorded

during an EEG experiment.

The method is based on the analysis of a graph, called “co-

herence graph”, where nodes represent EEG electrodes and

edges connecting nodes are weighted by the coherence (cor-

relation at a given frequency band) of the signals recorded at

their nodes. The coherence graph is pruned and only statis-

tically significant edges are kept. FUs are computed as max-

imal cliques in the pruned coherence graph, i.e., as spatially

connected sets of nodes that correspond to electrodes regis-

tering similar signals. The reason to define FUs as sets of

spatially connected nodes is based on the assumption that

EEG electrodes which are spatially close usually record sig-

nals from a single source as the result of volume conduc-

tion [LRMV99].

For the computation of the FUs and for the visualiza-

tion of the results, a notion of neighborhood among elec-

trodes is necessary along with the coherence of the regis-

tered signals. Electrode positions are thus projected from

the scalp to a horizontal 2D plane, and neighborhoods be-

tween electrodes are computed on this plane using a Voronoi

tessellation. FUs are computed by an algorithm based on

the watershed method [BM93], whose time complexity is

O(n2 log(n)), where n is the number of electrodes.

The visualization of the FUs and their clustering in an

EEG recording is called a FU map. An example of such a

FU map is shown in Figure 1. A FU map is the 2D represen-

tation of the scalp, where cells, representing electrodes, are

colored according to the FU they belong to. Four-coloration

of the FUs is used, so that two contiguous FUs always have

different colors.

A FU map shows two kinds of information, both at local
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Figure 1: FU map for a multichannel EEG recording

[tCMR08]. Voronoi cells represent EEG electrodes, colored

according to the FU they belong to (four-coloration of the

FUs is used). White Voronoi cells do not belong to any FU.

Circles represent the barycenters of the FUs, and two circles

are connected by a link if the average coherence between the

corresponding FUs is significant.

and global scale. At a local scale, it shows which neighbor-

ing electrodes register similar signals and form the FUs. At

a global scale, it shows the similarity between the FUs, de-

fined as the coherence between the average signals recorded

in two FUs. Similarity between FUs is visualized by using

links connecting the barycenters of the FUs, color-coded ac-

cording to the strength of their similarity. Links are only

shown if the average coherence between the corresponding

FUs is significant.

Notice that because of the graph pruning, cells exist that

do not belong to any FU. These are colored in white. Please

refer to [tCMR08] for a complete description of the cluster-

ing method and its application to multichannel EEG.

3.2. FU in fMRI

We provide here first a summary of the steps needed to com-

pute a FU map using functional MRI data. We will describe

the details of each step in the next subsections.

The algorithm creates a graph where each node represents

a fMRI time series, recorded at a certain position on the brain

cortex, and edges are weighted according to the correlations

between the time series. We call this a “correlation graph”.

The correlation graph corresponds to the coherence graph in

the EEG case. FUs are computed on the correlation graph by

using the same method as in the EEG case. Results are dis-

played in two ways. First, the FUs are mapped on a 3D cor-

tical mesh, as this is the representation most familiar to neu-

roscientists, which are the potential end users of the method.

However, drawing edges between FUs on the brain surface

would lead to a very cluttered display, due to the very large

number of FUs present (note that the spatial resolution of

fMRI data is much higher than the spatial resolution of EEG

data). Therefore, to ease the exploration of the locations of

the FUs, we draw the edges between FUs in a 2D visualiza-

tion, similar to that of the EEG case, where FUs registering

highly similar signals are connected by edges. The 2D and

3D visualizations are presented in a linked view.

The steps of our algorithm for computing FU maps of

fMRI recordings are as follows.

1. Downsample an available high-resolution (HR) mesh of

the brain cortex to obtain a low-resolution (LR) mesh.

Then map the fMRI time series on the LR surface mesh.

2. On the LR mesh:

a. Create the correlation graph;

b. Compute the fMRI FU map;

c. Label the FUs by using four-coloration;

d. Map the colored FUs on the cortical mesh.

3. Map the labels of the LR mesh back to the HR mesh.

4. Map the colored FUs to a flattened 2D version of the HR

cortical mesh. Draw links between FUs in which, on av-

erage, highly correlated (or anti-correlated) fMRI signals

were recorded.

5. Display the 3D cortex mesh and the flattened 2D mesh in

a linked visualization.

We now discuss these steps in more detail.

3.3. Mapping of the fMRI data on the cortex mesh

The first step of the algorithm consists of mapping the fMRI

signal to the nodes of two cortical meshes, one per hemi-

sphere. We use the cortical meshes provided by CARET,

an application for functional and structural analysis of the

brain cortex [VEDD∗01]. There are two reasons to use hemi-

cortical meshes instead of one single mesh for the whole

brain. First, CARET provides both 3D and 2D versions of

the hemicortical meshes. The 2D version is helpful to vi-

sualize all the cortical surface, as the brain cortex is highly

folded. CARET is a well known application and its corti-

cal meshes are extensively used in the neuroscience commu-

nity. Second, using two meshes can speed up computations

in case the investigator is only interested in the analysis of a

single hemisphere.

The meshes available in CARET represent population-

averaged [VE05] hemicortical surface reconstructions in

standard MNI space (see section 4.1 for an explanation of

MNI space). The meshes consist of 15 · 104 nodes in total,

the average distance between two nodes being 1 mm (the

value of the mean distance between nodes is computed by

CARET, no information of the standard deviation is avail-

able).

Voxels in fMRI data typically have a resolution of 5 cubic

mm. The cortical meshes provided by CARET are therefore
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downsampled to obtain low resolution meshes with 5 · 103

nodes and an average distance between nodes of 4.8 mm.

The downsampling allows a better match between the res-

olution of the mesh and the resolution of the fMRI data,

and eases the computation of the FUs since the time require-

ments of our algorithm increase as O(n2 log(n)), with n the

number of mesh nodes (see section 3.1). The downsampling

is performed using a tool available in CARET. It is important

to note that this downsampling does not affect the topology

of the mesh. Note that the CARET mesh has a lot of detail

and it precisely follows the cortical folds (sulci and gyri).

Also, during downsampling the folds have a higher sampling

rate than flat areas, so that more precision is obtained in these

critical regions.

Functional MRI data are mapped on the downsampled

hemicortical surfaces by using the Gaussian mapping im-

plemented in CARET. This algorithm uses a spatial Gaus-

sian kernel to assign an fMRI time series to each node of

the mesh, which is the average time series of the voxels in a

neighborhood of the mesh node. We used a Gaussian kernel

of 10mm.

Coregistration of single subject’s data to the MNI stan-

dard template and spatial Gaussian smoothing of the data

are both fundamental steps in the standard fMRI analysis,

to be performed before any analysis on the data. The regis-

tration steps allow the comparison of multiple datasets and

the analysis of results in a standard space. Gaussian smooth-

ing reduces the signal-to-noise ratio in single voxel time

series, and it is a critical step for the comparison of re-

sults among subjects. Nevertheless, since both functions and

structures are unique in each subject’s data, these operations

are approximate and could reduce the accuracy of the subse-

quent analysis steps. There is no standard way for perform-

ing coregistration and smoothing, and different analysis pro-

grams use different techniques and/or parameters. A Gaus-

sian kernel of ca. 10mm is, on average, the standard operator

for spatial smoothing in fMRI. An alternative to Gaussian

smoothing is wavelet denoising [WR04].

3.4. Creation of the correlation graph

In this step we create two graphs, one per hemisphere, in

which the vertices represent the nodes in the downsam-

pled cortical meshes and the weight of an edge equals the

correlation between the fMRI signals of the nodes of the

edge. Edges whose correlation is not statistically significant

(p> 0.05) are pruned. Cross correlations of fMRI time se-

ries, and p-values associated with the correlations, are com-

puted in Matlab
c©. Furthermore, edges whose correlation is

lower, in absolute value, than 0.975 (95% of the range in

which the correlation is defined) are also pruned. The prun-

ing is necessary to be able to create results consistent with

anatomical and functional evidence. Other threshold values

were tested and their results are discussed in section 5.

The main difference in the creation of the correlation

graph, with respect to the creation of the coherence graph

in the EEG scenario, is that correlation can assume nega-

tive values. The choice of using correlation was driven by

the fact that it is possible to register negative correlated

(anti-correlated) fMRI signals at two different brain regions.

The computation of the FUs in the fMRI domain is per-

formed solely using positive correlations, since the aim of

the method is to locate brain regions that work in synchrony.

But similarities between FUs are computed by using either

positive or negative correlation, with the aim to locate which

FUs registered highly correlated, or highly anti-correlated,

average signals.

3.5. Computation of the fMRI FU map

In this step we compute the FUs, still on the LR meshes.

To do this we need both the correlation graphs and a no-

tion of neighborhood for the graph nodes. Neighborhood is

implicitly defined in the cortical meshes: two graph nodes

are neighbors if the corresponding mesh nodes are vertices

of the same polygon (note that CARET provides triangular

meshes). The computation of the FUs is performed in Mat-

lab, and takes approximately 15 minutes in total for both

hemispheres.

3.6. Four-coloration of the FU map

FUs are labelled using a four-coloration of the FU map of

each hemisphere, so that neighboring FUs are labelled dif-

ferently. Four different gray values are used as labels, and

are assigned to the nodes belonging to the FUs so that all

mesh nodes in a FU are colored with the same gray value.

Like in the EEG scenario, there could be nodes that do

not belong to any FU. Although cells unassigned to FUs are

colored in white in the EEG case, in the fMRI case we use

black to color such unassigned mesh nodes. The reason for

this choice is that we will eventually use Phong lighting in

the visualization of the 3D cortical meshes, and the detection

of anatomical landmarks such as sulci and gyri (both used to

provide context and ease the detection of the FUs) could be

difficult in black regions.

To improve the visualization of the results, the next step is

to map the FU labels to the original high resolution cortical

meshes.

3.7. High-resolution FU map

In this step we map the labels of the mesh nodes from the

low resolution meshes back to the original high resolution

hemicortical meshes provided by CARET. This operation

is performed in two steps. The first step is a “one to one”

mapping from each node in the low-resolution mesh to its

closest node in the high-resolution mesh. Step two is a la-

beling of the remaining nodes in the high resolution mesh.

This step is performed by using a watershed method: the
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flooding algorithm uses each node which was labeled in the

first step as a basin marker and propagates the labels along

the mesh surface [tCMR08]. The mapping of the FUs to the

high-resolution map is not strictly necessary, but it produces

a visualization that the final users are more comfortable with

and in which the locations of cortical regions are more easily

accessible.

3.8. Creation of the 2D map with FU edges

As for the EEG scenario, an important feature of our visu-

alization is the possibility to investigate inter-FUs similar-

ities. This goal is achieved by drawing edges that connect

those FUs that registered highly correlated average signals.

We draw the edges only in a 2D view, because drawing them

in the 3D view would lead to a cluttered display. The 2D rep-

resentation of the cortical meshes is a flattened version of the

3D meshes produced by CARET. An edge between two FUs

is drawn when the correlation of the average signal in the

nodes of the first FU and the average signal in the nodes of

the second FU is bigger than the threshold used for pruning

the correlation graph.

Edges are colored according to the value of the correla-

tion using two colormaps: one for the positive correlations

and one for the negative ones. The vertices of the edges be-

tween FUs are the barycenters of the FUs, which are visual-

ized by small red circles that serve as identifiers for the FUs

(cf. Figure 4). If the barycenter falls outside the FU, which

may happen for FUs with a non-convex shape, the FU is

represented by a cell of the FU that is nearest to the position

of the barycenter. In this case, edges connecting that FU to

other FUs leave from that cell.

The visualization of the flattened version of the meshes is

paired with a linked visualization of the 3D cortical meshes,

and interaction between the two visualizations is possible.

The user can interactively check which areas in the flattened

cortical meshes correspond to which areas in the 3D meshes

by means of a pointer that shows the correspondence.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Data acquisition and preprocessing

A resting-state fMRI dataset (single subject, healthy, male,

30 years old) was selected from an experiment in which the

participants were requested to rest with their eyes open in the

MRI scanner and fixate a crosshair projected on the moni-

tor. The data were registered to the MNI brain [BJO02] (the

standard average brain used as a reference for comparing

brain scans of different subjects). A low-pass filter was sub-

sequently applied to remove fMRI signals with frequency

higher than 0.1 Hz. Both registration and filtering are stan-

dard preprocessing steps in fMRI resting state analysis, and

were performed using FSL [SJW∗04], a library of analysis

tools for brain imaging data.

4.2. Results

The first step of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2,

which shows the differences between the original cortex

mesh (on the left) and the downsampled mesh (on the right).

Figure 2: The original CARET mesh (left) for the left hemi-

sphere, and the corresponding downsampled version used

to map the fMRI signal (right). The mesh on the left has

7.5 · 104 nodes, the mesh on the right has has 2.5 · 103

nodes. Edges between mesh nodes are represented by seg-

ments whose greyscale values vary according to the sulcal

depth.

Figure 3: High-resolution FU maps, seen from different

viewpoints. Top row, from left to right: top view, front view,

back view; bottom row, from left to right: right view, left view,

color labels (black is used for nodes that do not belong to

any FU). Mapping the FU labels from the low-resolution

meshes to the original high resolution meshes allows the

user to better localize the FUs in the anatomy. The high res-

olution cortical meshes are colored with the FU labels and

shaded using Phong lighting on the GPU.

Figure 3 shows an example of a high-resolution FU map

seen from different viewpoints. Figure 4 shows the linked

view of the 2D and 3D representations of the FU maps. On

top, the meshes are visualized in 3D and shaded using Phong

lighting for optimal quality. FUs, sulci and gyri are clearly

visible, as the user is able to change the point of view. It is

also possible to visualize one single hemisphere at a time and

examine the FUs in the interhemispheric fissure (the gap be-

tween two hemispheres). The bottom part of the figure shows

the two (individually) flattened brain hemispheres and the
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edges between the FUs. Colormaps for positive and nega-

tive correlations are displayed on the right. Note that for this

dataset all the edges carry positive correlation values, since

after thresholding no negative correlations between signals

registered in the FUs remained.

Figure 4: Linked visualizations of the FU map. Top: a 3D

rendering of the cortical mesh, shaded using Phong light-

ing to enhance both the FUs and the anatomical landmarks

consisting of sulci and gyri, which are recognizable by neu-

roscientists. Bottom: the flattened meshes and the edges be-

tween FUs that recorded highly correlated fMRI signals.

FUs are represented by gray values using the same colormap

as in figure 3, edges between FUs are colored according to

the shown colormaps for positive and negative correlations.

In this dataset, no significant negative correlations between

FUs were found. The green spheres represent the same spot

in the two meshes.

5. Feedback from domain experts

To evaluate the potential of our method we conducted inter-

views with four medical domain experts, researchers in the

field of neuroscience. One of the participants was familiar

with the visualization of FU maps in the EEG domain. The

aim of the study was the validation of the results via com-

parison of the location of the FUs to the location of known

functional or cytoarchitectonic brain regions, and the valida-

tion of the found similarities between FUs. Evaluation of the

visualization and its comparison with the visualization of FU

maps in the EEG case was also part of the interview.

As a general comment, the domain experts found the

results interesting, and they reported that the results were

“reasonably symmetrical in the two hemispheres” and that

“several FUs follow anatomical landmarks”. They also re-

ported that “several FUs reflect actual functional regions”,

but “there are also brain regions where the results diverge

from the current functional evidence”.

The experts commented on the consistency of the results

with functional and cytoarchitectonic evidence mainly for

the following regions. The subdivision in small FUs in the

posterior parietal lobe, especially in the left hemisphere, ap-

peared to be consistent both with the functional and cy-

toarchitectonic differentiation of this region. In the inferior

frontal gyrus, the FU map detects a tripartition of Broca’s

area (Brodmann’s areas 44, 45, 47) and, consistent with

functional evidence, the tripartition is more evident in the

left hemisphere (these areas are located around the green dot

in figure 4, top). A tripartition appears also in the Insula (the

grey region in figure 4, bottom right, from which five FU

edges leave), consistent with functional, cytoarchitectonic,

and connectivity evidence. In the occipital lobe, the FUs lo-

cate the secondary visual areas consistently with its cytoar-

chitectonic properties, but the location of the FUs in the me-

dial aspects of the occipital lobe is not fully consistent with

functional evidence, especially in the right hemisphere. The

subdivision in anterior and posterior regions of the cingu-

lum is also interesting, although this only occurs in the right

hemisphere and the FUs in the interhemispheric fissure gen-

erally disagree with functional evidence. The middle tempo-

ral area is identified in both hemispheres, especially in the

left hemisphere. The subdivision in dorsal and ventral parts

of the premotor area was also found to be consistent with

functional results, although a more defined differentiation

along the central sulcus was expected.

The experts stressed the fact that a task-related fMRI anal-

ysis would be necessary to completely assess the benefits of

the method, since only with such an analysis it is possible to

reliably locate functional regions in a single subject analy-

sis. One of the experts suggested that the lack of FUs in the

motor areas could be caused by the fact that no motor task

was performed. There is apparently no explanation for the

lack of FUs in the ventral part of the occipital and temporal

lobes. Another expert proposed that once the real benefits

of the method are assessed, a possible application could be a

pre-surgery assessment of functional areas when task-related

fMRI is not possible, e.g., in the case of coma.

The domain experts were more cautious when comment-

ing on the links between the FUs. They agreed that the in-

formation provided by these links could be used as an ex-

ploratory tool, since it is known that the brain is dynamically

active even during resting state conditions, but the extent to

which brain regions interact during resting state is still not

clear. One of the experts positively commented on the edge

connecting the two FUs located on the left and right part of

the cingulum, which reflects the structural connectivity of
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this region. Another one commented on the relatively high

number of edges leaving from the Insula in the right hemi-

sphere, suggesting that it could reflect the high structural

connectivity this region is known to have with several brain

areas. The experts were also expecting to find links between

the medial prefrontal cortex, the posterior cingulum and pre-

cuneus, the inferior parietal cortex and the medial temporal

lobe. This network represents the “default mode network”,

as detected by ICA [KKJ∗03] and other methods in resting

state analysis. Our algorithm does not find this “network”.

As the ICA-based approach of [KKJ∗03] is not directly com-

parable to our method, further analysis and consideration of

more subjects would be necessary to understand the differ-

ences between the outcomes of the two methods.

The experts were satisfied with the possibility, provided

by the linked visualization, to compare the 2D and the 3D

maps, and all of them agreed that the linked view is essential

to provide an intuitive anatomical context. The participant

familiar with the visualization of FU maps in the EEG do-

main found the 2D visualization very intuitive.

A current limitation of the method is the need of setting

a threshold for the pruning of the correlation graph. We set

this threshold to 95% of the range of correlation, but noticed

that changes in the threshold can produce different results.

We asked the medical experts to explore FU maps computed

using different thresholds. Bigger and fewer FUs are found

if the threshold is set to lower values (e.g., lower than 0.95),

smaller and more numerous ones are found if the threshold is

set higher (e.g., bigger than 0.98). In both cases, the domain

experts thought that the FU map did not reflect the func-

tional or cytoarchitectonic evidence. They reported that only

small variations occurred when varying threshold values in

the range [0.95-0.98].

6. Discussion

In this paper we proposed a method, building upon a method

previously used in multichannel EEG analysis, that allows

the visualization of brain functional connectivity from rest-

ing state fMRI data. Since only one subject was used in the

experimental part, our method should be considered a “proof

of principle ” at this stage.

We evaluated the potential of our method by performing

interviews with four medical domain experts, whose main

interest was the possibility to localize functional and cytoar-

chitectonic regions by means of resting state analysis alone,

i.e., without any focused task and without a priori hypothe-

sis. They were less interested in the possibility to investigate

functional similarities between functional units, since they

could not compare the results to a ground truth, which cur-

rently is not available. A relation to the “default mode net-

work” obtained by the ICA method could not be established.

As a general conclusion, the domain experts agreed that

this method could provide insights in the localization of

functional and cytoarchitectonic brain areas via resting state

fMRI. Because the precise location of functional areas

changes among subjects, a task-related fMRI study could

provide further validation of the technique by allowing a bet-

ter comparison between the location of the FUs and the exact

locations of functional brain areas.

Several opportunities for future work exist. First, a con-

tinuation of this line of research could be the quantitative

comparison of FU maps, using the method proposed in

[CMR10]. This method allows the comparison of FU maps

among several subjects by detecting both the average func-

tional behavior in the group of subjects and the individual

differences. Second, a reimplementation of the algorithm for

computing the FUs, e.g., in C/C++, would result in a sub-

stantial speedup. Another possibility for future work is to

study visualization of functional brain regions by FU maps

computed for joint EEG/fMRI data. Such simultaneous mea-

surements have become feasible in the last decade. Another

possible improvement could consist of implementing inter-

action facilities in the linked visualization. These could give

emphasis to certain aspects of the visualization, such as brain

regions, graph edges, connected graph components, or sym-

metry across the hemispheres. A user study involving neuro-

scientists and medical domain experts would be necessary to

identify which key features would improve our visualization

tool.
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